
HEATED AIRER INSTRUCTION



WARNING:
This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above 
and persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or 
lack of experience and knowledge if they have been given supervision
 or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and 
understand the hazards involved. Children shall not play with the 
appliance. Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by
 children without supervision.(EN60335-1: 2012)
WARNING: This appliance is intended only for drying textiles washed 
in water.If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by a special 
cord or assembly available from the manufacturer or its service agent.

This Electric Heated Airer is used for drying clothes, towels and shoes etc, 
is now becoming a part of modern and healthy life style. More and more 
people try to use the appliance and enjoy the convenience and comfort it
 brings in daily life. Before operating the multi-function of this appliance, 
please read the following instructions carefully and keep it for future
 reference.

INSTRUCTION

1. Do not hook the unit up to a wall plug, until completely reading these 
instructions.
2. Electric clothes dryer is designed to dry clothes, shoes and other fabric 
   articles only and should not be used for any other purposes.
3. Never stand, sit on or hang on the electric clothes dryer.
4. Never allow children to play on or with the electric clothes dryer.
5. To provide continued protection against risk of electric shock, 
  connect to properly grounded outlets only.
6. This product is intended for domestic use only.
7. This product is for indoor use only.
8. Hot surface. Avoid sustained contact.
9. Never attempt to dry more than 2.5kg on each rack.
10. To avoid hazard, the electric clothes dryer MUST NOT be used to hold
    clothes, socks or any other articles that have been contact with oil or 
    petroleum based products.
11. Do not dry silk fabrics on the unit.
12. Once fully dried, avoid keeping any items or fabrics on the dryer, 
    as these may discolor.
13. Turn unit off when not in use.

SAFTY AND CAUTIONS



1. The main part of the unit is kept folded before opening. Slightly open
   it to the position with angle of 30° as below:

2. Swing the heating rack to the horizontal position and fix it by 
   pressing the connector outwards.

3. Operate other heating racks with the same above procedure.
4. Turn on the switch; the unit starts to work with red light on. 
It may take 5-10 minutes to reach a stable temperature at 50-55 °C
.
5. Turn off the switch to stop work.



Follow local ordinances when disposing of this product.
If you are unsure of how to dispose of this product, please contact 
your local authority.

DISPOSAL

SPECIFICATIONS

503  Series  

503 Series
503001AA、503001A、503002AA、503002Aas below

Power 
supplyItem No. Model Wattage

Product size

Open size
mm

Folding size
mm

1

2

3

4

503001AA

503001A

503002AA

503002A

210W

230W

300W

320W

220-240Volts 
A.C.50Hz

1000*660*605

1350*660*728

1000*660*605

1350*660*728

1040*660*72

1040*660*72

1400*660*72

1400*660*72
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